This paper presents Kinect-based vision system of mine rescue robot working in illuminous underground environment. The somatosensory system of Kinect is used to realize the hand gesture recognition involving static hand gesture and action. A Kcurvature based convex detection method is proposed to fit the hand contour with polygon. In addition, the hand action is completed by using the NiTE library with the framework of hand gesture recognition. In addition, the proposed method is compared with BP neural network and template matching. Furthermore, taking advantage of the information of the depth map, the interface of hand gesture recognition is established for human machine interaction of rescue robot. Experimental results verify the effectiveness of Kinect-based vision system as a feasible and alternative technology for HMI of mine rescue robot.
Introduction
Rescue is very urgent after coal mine accident because after 48 hours, victim mortality drastically increases owing to exposure to bad air and lack of food, water, and medical treatment [1, 2] . The mine tunnel may further collapse injuring or killing the trapped survivors or rescuers. Noxious gas leaks and explosions are also possible. At such time, robots have a great potential to assist in these underground operations ahead of rescue teams and report conditions that may be hazardous to people. When explosive conditions exist or heavy smoke enters the mine roadway, robots can become an invaluable tool. These mobile robots navigating deep into rubbles can search for survivors and transfer on-site video and atmospheric monitoring information for rescuers to confirm safe state or identify potentially hazardous conditions for mine rescue team [3] .
It is an urgent challenge for intelligent rescue robots working underground mine tunnel that is a long distance from ground. After mine accidents occur, the environment of underground mine tunnel is unknown and low illuminous and even has no light (the power system has collapsed). With the development of mobile devices and sensors, voice and hand gestures have become a popular way to interact with robots and personal computers [4] . Voice is vulnerable to environmental noise and is not suitable for continuous remote control. It is difficult to separate different people's intonation. Further, survivors trapped under ground may not easily take a breath for exiting harmful gas. So the voice data is unfit for human machine interaction (HMI) underground mine tunnel. In comparison with voice, gestures are more natural, intuitive, and robust. Besides, gestures can convey more extensive amount of information than sound. Thus, many researchers pay attention to gesture recognition research.
Currently, most technologies of the hand gesture recognition are based on ordinary cameras [5] . However, RGB color images from the ordinary camera have a disadvantage that they cannot provide enough information for tracking hands in 3D space because much of the spatial position information has to be inferred from 2D-3D mappings. During the imaging process, a lot of information is lost. In recent years, with the development of somatosensory interactive devices, the research methods based on the depth camera are rising. The camera is capable of obtaining the 3D depth information, such as TOF camera [6] , stereophotogrammetric system [7] . Both of them are very accurate, but their use is limited by high cost, time, space, and expertise requirements. Kinect provides a possibility for improving the tradeoff between performance and price in the design of gesture interfaces. Kinect is a new integrated 3D sensor capturing depth image and RGB image. It has been widely used in many different fields, such as entertainment [8] , industry automation [9] , medical applications [10] , and remote control of robot [11] , because of its inexpensive depth sensing. The complementary nature of the depth and visual RGB information in Kinect sensor opens up new opportunities to solve fundamental problems in human behavior recognition for HMI. On the condition that the recognition environment is very dark, the target recognition will be conventionally out of function. While a depth image captured by Kinect is not affected by lights, the target recognition cannot be affected by complex background or lights in the field of object recognition. Hence, the target or hand gesture can be recognized in the dark or in places of complex images with Kinect. Furthermore, the ordinary camera is unfit for working underground where its image may lose detailed information. It is because the environment of underground mine tunnel is low illuminous, even dark in part of tunnel. Therefore, the Kinect is a viable sensor to use for HMI of rescue robot underground mining tunnel.
However, few researches are about the application of Kinect to a deployed rescue robot, though the Kinect has been used extensively in robot for navigation [12] , environment mapping [13] , and object manipulation [14] . One undergraduate team from the University of Warwick installed Kinect on robot to perform 3D SLAM in simulated disaster settings, namely, the RoboCup Rescue competition [15] . But the environment is indoors, and moreover the highly structured RoboCup course (made largely of diffuse plywood) lends itself easily to the task. Suarez and Murphy [1] reviewed Kinect's use in rescue robotics and similar applications and highlighted the associated challenges but did not detail the Kinect operation technology on rescue robot for hand gesture, navigation, remote control, and so forth. Development of Kinect makes some classical recognition methods and also introduces some new research technologies to improve human behavior recognition. So far Kinect-based full-body 3D motion estimation has been exploited to track body joints [8] [9] [10] , while accurately recognizing small gestures, in particular hand motions, is still hard work. Many researches mainly include hand gesture and body parts recognition and posture tracking. Raheja et al. [16] used Kinect to track fingertip and palm via its SDK apps. Thanh et al. [17] team captured 3D histogram data of finger joint information from Kinect images and recognized hand gesture with TF-IDF algorithm. Doliotis et al. [18] proposed a clutter-tolerant hand segmentation algorithm where 3D pose estimation was formulated as a retrieval problem, but the local regressions for smoothing the sequence of hand segmentation widths did not allow the algorithm to achieve real-time performance. With the aim to extend the set of recognizable gestures, Wan et al. [19] proposed a method to recognize five gestures using Kinect, but one limitation of this work is the impossibility to detect vertical gestures. Pedersoli et al. [20] displayed a unified open-source framework for real-time recognition of both static hand-poses and dynamic hand gestures, but relying only on depth information. Based on the above, it can be attained that hand gesture recognition depends more on depth map, while body posture is liable to focus on body skeleton joint data captured from Kinect.
Therefore, the paper proposes a Kinect-based vision system for rescue robot underground mining tunnel and achieves hand gesture recognition combining depth map and skeleton joint information. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the architecture of Kinect-based vision system of rescue robot. Section 3 presents the hand gesture recognition in low illuminous environment using OpenNI and NiTE library for Windows. The experimental results are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and some future work are given in Section 5.
Architecture of Kinect-Based Vision System
The Kinect-based vision system architecture of rescue robot for gesture recognition is shown in Figure 1 . The system is composed of motor actuators, Kinect, PC, and a platform of tracked mobile robot used underground mine tunnel. Kinect, directly connected to host computer through USB port, is actually a 3D somatosensory camera with a low price. On the Kinect, there is an Infrared (IR) Projector, a Color (RGB) Camera, and an Infrared (IR) Sensor. For purposes of 3D sensing, the IR Projector emits a grid of IR light in front of it. This light then reflects off objects in its path and is reflected back to the IR Sensor. The pattern received by the IR Sensor is then decoded in the Kinect to determine the depth information and then is sent to another device via USB for further processing. It offers 640 * 480 pixels' (about 30 fps) RGB image and depth image. Each RGB image is 24 bits. Each pixel in the depth image is 16 bits/mm, whose effective depth ranges from 0 mm to 4096 mm. Kinect software is capable of automatically calibrating the sensor based on the user's physical environment, accommodating for the presence of obstacles.
The system in Figure 1 is a slave control model with Kinect-based vision system. The computer acquires depth information of hand gesture from survivors, gives recognition results, and then transmits commands to actuators to control robots for serving survivors or other operators. It mainly serves survivors tapped in collapsed mining tunnel. When the gas in underground tunnel is heavy smoke and too bad for these survivors to breath, they cannot make any sound.
At this time, the only way to control rescue robot is hand gesture recognition of HMI for survivors.
Hand Gesture Recognition
Generally, hand gestures fall into two categories such as static gestures and dynamic gestures. Both of them require proper recognition means by which they can be properly defined to the machine. Since OpenNI and NiTE library own the framework of Kinect, this paper used these library functions to realize the simple hand action, while being more focused on recognizing details about static hand gesture. The workflow is showed by Figure 2. 3.1. Capture Depth Image. For the hand gesture recognition, the first step is to obtain the image data captured from Kinect. With the OpenNI and NiTE, we can obtain the images in 640 * 480 pixels' resolution at 30 fps. The OpenNI standard API enables natural-interaction developers to track real-life (3D) scenes by utilizing data calculated from the input of a sensor, for example, representation of a hand location.
OpenNI is an open-source API that is publicly available. In this project, the Kinect is driven by the program of OpenNI, and the usage of NiTE library is based on the driver. The depth map needs to be captured by NiTE class. Hence, there must be three steps involving initialization OpenNI, Open device, and initialization NiTE to open Kinect. Before using OpenNI classes and functions, the necessary step is to initialize OpenNI, and then we can acquire the device information by defining the object of a device class and using an open function. When using NiTE classes and functions, it is similar to OpenNI; namely, it needs to be initialized in defined function. Through the above steps, Kinect can be used normally.
NiTE includes hand tracking framework and gesture recognition framework which is completed on the basis of the depth data. The method of obtaining the depth data is encapsulated in the HandTracker class, and the class provides methods to get hand position, transform coordinate, and detect hand gesture. The HandTrackerRef class stores the hand ID and the recognition results. Finally, the depth information captured needs to be converted into a gray scale image.
Static Hand Gesture Recognition.
In above section, we have obtained the depth map and RGB data about hand gestures. In the next, we need to recognize the fingertip and count the number based on the hand tracking data. The Kinect with the released NiTE framework can provide 20 major joints of human skeleton, but only one joint is about palm information to locate a hand. The palm joint does not include the contour of the palm, fingers, and fingertips information and then not identify the static gestures or fingers. Hence, the paper proposes fingertip recognition based on extraction contour of straight and bend finger. The workflow of static hand gesture recognition is shown in Figure 3 . The process is to first locate and segment a hand from the depth streams and then to extract contour and detection fingertip using -curvature algorithm.
Hand Segment.
To get the contour of hand, we need to segment hand from the depth streams. In this project, we use the segmentation method based on the depth thresholding. The segmentation range is from the depth value of a hand center point to the value adding or subtracting the depth threshold.
Let us define the hand skeleton joint as , = left and right, respectively, representing the palm center point of left hand and right hand. We can easily get from depth image of hand gesture using open-source function of Kinect SDK software. The distance between the hand center point and Kinect can be expressed by = frame ⋅ width × ⋅ + ⋅ ,
where frame represents a framework of depth map and width denotes a width value of depth image. Each pixel in depth image is 16 bits, but only 13 bits is effective for depth value. So, the true depth of each pixel depth[ ] can be achieved by
The judging rule for hand segment is defined as
where is a little constant denoting a depth threshold and is a logic result to judge whether each pixel point of depth image is within the palm. If each pixel value in a depth image is less than the sum of the depth of skeleton joint and a depth threshold value, the pixel point is within the palm; otherwise it is not within the palm. In addition, if < 0 the threshold value has a change range, which can be estimated according to length of bend finger. According to (1)- (3), we get the segment result of one of hand gestures, as shown by Figure 4 . In fact, there is no absolute static state and hand gesture is generally dynamic, and we need the recognition system to respond fast to further remote control or navigation or complex HMI. Thus the recognition program of hand gesture must run fast. The method provides a feasibility of a simple and fast operation to ensure the accuracy of the dynamic hand segmentation.
Hand Contour Extraction.
Before extracting the hand contour, we have to improve the image further. In Figures 5  and 6 , due to the RGB camera and the depth camera not locating at the same position, their pixel coordinates of a corresponding object in RGB image and depth image cannot be matched. There exist some shadows around the hand, which can severely affect the performance of the recognition. Besides, there is inevitable noise in the images. Thus we must preprocess the images to eliminate them. This paper applies the median filter method [20] to eliminate the noise and uses the image binarization method to extract the hand shape, as indicated in Figure 5 . Due to the difference of gray scale between black and white, the hand contour is very distinct. We can use the open-source function of OpenNI about edge process to effectively extract the hand contour, as displayed in Figure 6 .
Fitting Hand Contour with Polygons.
For a detailed recognition of hand gesture, the basic idea is to fit the hand contour with polygons and then count the hand finger by identifying the convex points and concave points between fingers. This paper uses -curvature algorithm to recognize fingertips, that is, convex points and concave points of palm. As shown in Figure 7 , the point is the palm center point, ( ) is any point of the hand contour, ( + ) is the th point after ( ), and ( − ) is the th point before ( ). ⃗ 1 is a vector that points from ( + ) to ( ). ⃗ 2 is a vector that points from ( − ) to ( ). We take a cosine function of the angle between ⃗ 1 and ⃗ 1 as -curvature of ( ) point. The angle can be expressed by
By judging whether the angle is within a certain angle, we can further decide whether the ( ) point in the hand contour is convex or concave points for a finger. It is important to choose a proper angle threshold to judge the . If the angle threshold is too large, the wrist neighborhood may be misunderstood for fingertip, while a too little threshold will cause recognization failure. This paper used the angle threshold less than 55 degrees that was verified many times. If the is less than the defined angle threshold, the ( ) in the hand contour is a convex or concave point of a palm. Assume 1 is a Euclidean distance between the middle point on the line ( + ) ( − ) and the point , and 2 is a Euclidean distance between the ( ) and the point . We define the rules as follows.
Using the above defined law, the recognition result of hand polygon contour is showed by Figure 8 . In the image, the blue line presents the hand contour, the red circles indicate the fingertips (namely, convex points), and the blue points show the concave points. The bigger red circle is the central point of the contour, and it is calculated by the following equations: 
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(a) Hand concave point However, for a practical application, the method cannot quite express all numbers of hand gestures only to count the above point, especially in the situation that the depth map captured by Kinect is dithering. To solve the problem, the paper adds an auxiliary point which locates at the point away from the contour central point 50 pixels and then counts the number of the convex points above the auxiliary point. The recognition results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . From the two tables, we can determine the criterion that suits to each number and then recognize the number via the criterion.
Dynamic Hand Gesture Recognition.
For dynamic hand gesture recognition, this paper used dynamic time warping (DTW) [21] to detect hands in complex and cluttered background. DTW is dynamic programming and needs a lot of sample templates to train. According to this framework, the gesturing hand is detected using a motion detection method based on frame difference and depth segmentation. Trajectory recognition instead is performed using the nearest neighbor classification framework which uses the similarity measure returned by DTW. We set four samples of hand gesture, that is, wave, click, going left, and going right. However, it is unnecessary to obtain and analyze the human body data firstly and then determine the hand position. In NiTE library, a startGestureDetection function in class HandTracker can detect simple hand gestures, for example, wave, whose parameter is the hand skeleton joint. While the hand moving from right to left or from left to right, trajectory recognition is required. At such time, we use DTW algorithm to recognize the hand gesture. Most of the existing methods focus either on static signs or on dynamic gestures. As a result, being able to classify both types of hand expressivity allows for understanding the most of hand gesture.
Experimental Results
In this section, many tests are made to validate the proposed static hand gesture recognition method and the Kinect-based vision system for rescue system in Figure 9 . The vision system of rescue system is to combine the proposed static hand gesture and dynamic hand gesture recognition method. The users' gestures captured from the Kinect sensor are compared with these gestures defined before. If the captured gesture is in the threshold range of the defined gesture, the gesture can be recognized. Then, the corresponding command is sent to control the movement direction of rescue robots through WiFi network. Since each number presented by hand gesture has the different convex points and concave points, this paper makes use of the feature to recognize the number. The results are shown in Figure 10 . Besides, the proposed method of hand polygon contour with -curvature computing is further compared with two different recognition methods, that is, an artificial neural network and template matching. The test adopted a BP network with 11 input nets, 8 hidden nets, and 5 output nets and a template matching based on correlation coefficient. In the test, 90 depth images of hand gesture are captured at different hand angle and distance from Kinect, among which 30 images are sample data and 60 images are used to train BP network. As the second column shown in Table 3 , the recognition rate of polygon contour withcurvature computing is higher than that of the template matching method. Although both of them use less runtime, the template matching method overmuch relies on the gesture template and so has lower recognition rate. The BP network with 60 pieces of train data has higher recognition rate than the polygon contour method, as shown in the third column bracket of Table 3 , while the BP network with 30 pieces of train data outside the bracket has lower value. The higher recognition rate of BP network is at the cost of a large number of samples and too much runtime, which is unfit for realtime recognition and further control. Thus, the proposed polygon contour with -curvature computing has higher recognition rate than the BP network and template matching while being without much sacrifice of runtime. It validates that the proposed method for hand gesture recognition is feasible to implement the real-time HMI control. Figure 11 is an interface for HMI by which users can send a recognition result to the control system of rescue robot. The recognition of hand gesture is to mainly rely on depth information, and the RGB image provides some complementary information for hand contour extraction. Thus, as shown in Figure 11 , it is achieved that even though the environment is low illuminous or darker, the recognition results of hand gesture are still better.
Conclusions
This paper applies Kinect to a control platform of rescue robot and presents Kinect-based vision system for underground mining tunnel which is low illuminous. For worse air environment, the voice recognition does not work for survivors in underground mine tunnel, because these survivors cannot take a breath. Also, for low illuminous environment, the RGB image information cannot be extracted easily. Kinect has the ability to capture the target information from its depth sensor, thereby it can work even in darkness environment. This paper proposes a static hand gesture recognition method involving hand contour extraction and -curvature based hand polygon convex detection. Furthermore, the interface of image process combines the proposed static hand recognition and the DTW algorithm for dynamic hand recognition. Furthermore, a comparison test is made among -curvature polygon contour method, BP neural network, and template matching, which illustrates that the proposed method has higher recognition rate while being without much sacrifice of runtime. Finally, the proposed static hand recognition and dynamic hand recognition are carried out to recognize the hand gestures about five numbers and four dynamic gestures.
Experimental results validate the Kinect-based vision system. In conclusion, it can provide a feasible vision system of rescue robot in the low illuminous underground environment. However, there are some constraints when applying the proposed algorithm, such as the hand position range being limited, inevitable holes, and noises around object's boundaries in the obtained images. Hence, a vision system with better performance in underground rescue robot needs to be explored more extensively. Further improved Kinectbased image process schemes or more efficient algorithms are expected to appear in future.
